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1. Introduction 
Andrijevic [1] introduced and studied the concept of b-open sets in topological spaces. 
Mashhour [5] introduced pre open sets in topological spaces. Rekha and Indira [4, 6] 
introduced D(c,*b)-set, *b-open set in topological spaces. Gentry and Hoyle [3] 
introduced and studied the concept of somewhat continuous and somewhat open 
functions in topological spaces. Bechalli and Bansali [2] somewhat b-continuous 
functions and somewhat b-open functions in topological spaces. Santhileela and 
Balasubramanian [7] have made a similar study on semi continuous functions in 
Topological spaces. In this paper we introduced somewhat  pre (*b, D(c,*b)) continuous, 
somewhat pre (*b, D(c,*b)) open functions,*b-dense set, *b-separable space. We 
established characterizations of somewhat *b-continuous functions. All throughout this 
paper, All spaces YX , and Z are always topological spaces with no separation axioms 
assumed, unless otherwise stated. Let XA⊆ , the closure of A and the interior of A  will 
be denoted by )(ACl and )(AInt , respectively. 
 
2. Preliminaries 
Definition 2.1. A subset A  of a space X is said to be  
1. pre open[5] if ))(( AClIntA⊆  
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2. *b-open [4]if ))(())(( AClIntAIntClA ∩⊆  
3. D(c,*b)-set[6] if ( ) * ( ).Int A bInt A=  
Definition 2.2. [3] A function YXf →: is said to be somewhat continuous if for 

σ∈U and φ≠− )(1 Uf there exists an open set V in X such that φ≠V and 
)(1 UfV −⊆ . 

Definition 2.3. A function YXf →: is said to be somewhat pre continuous if for 

σ∈U and φ≠− )(1 Uf there exists a pre open set V in X such that φ≠V and 
)(1 UfV −⊆ . 

Example 2.4. Let },,{ cbaX = , }}{,,{ aX φτ = , }3,2,1{=Y , }}3,2{,,{ φσ Y= . 
Define a function ),(),(: στ YXf → by 3)(;1)(;2)( === cfbfaf .Then f is 
somewhat pre continuous. 

Theorem 2.5. Every somewhat continuous function is somewhat pre continuous 
function. 
Proof: Let YXf →: be somewhat continuous function. Let U be any open set in Y
such that φ≠− )(1 Uf .Since f is somewhat continuous, there exists an open set V in X
such that φ≠V and )(1 UfV −⊆ .Since every open set is pre open, there exists a pre 
open set V in X such that φ≠V and )(1 UfV −⊆ , which implies that f is somewhat 
pre continuous function. 

Remark 2.6. Converse of the above theorem is not true. 

Example 2.7. Let },,{ cbaX = , }},{,,{ baX φτ = , }3,2,1{=Y , }}3,2{,,{ φσ Y= . 
Define a function ),(),(: στ YXf → by 3)(;2)(;1)( === cfbfaf .Then f is a 
somewhat pre continuous function but not a somewhat continuous function. 

Definition 2.8. [3] A function YXf →: is said to be somewhat open function provided 
that for τ∈U and φ≠U , there exists an open set V in Y such that φ≠V and 

)(UfV ⊆ . 

Definition 2.9. A function YXf →: is said to be somewhat pre open function provided 
that for τ∈U and φ≠U , there exists a pre open set V in Y such that φ≠V and 

)(UfV ⊆ . 

Example 2.10: Let },,{ cbaX = , }},{,,{ baX φτ = , }3,2,1{=Y , }}3,1{,,{ φσ Y= . 
Define a function ),(),(: στ YXf → by 1)(;3)(;2)( === cfbfaf .Then f is 
somewhat pre open function. 

Theorem 2.11. Every somewhat open function is somewhat pre open function. 
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Proof: Let ),(),(: στ YXf → be a somewhat open function. Let τ∈U and φ≠U
.Since f is somewhat open, there exists an open set V in Y such that φ≠V and

)(UfV ⊆ .But every open set is pre open. Therefore there exists a pre open set V in Y
such that φ≠V and )(UfV ⊆ , which implies that f is somewhat pre open function. 

Remark 2.12. Converse of the above theorem is not true. 

Example 2.13. Let },,{ cbaX = , }},{,,{ baX φτ = , }3,2,1{=Y , }}3,2{,,{ φσ Y= . 
Define a function ),(),(: στ YXf → by 3)(;2)(;1)( === cfbfaf .Then f is 
somewhat pre open function but not a somewhat open function. 
 
3. Somewhat *b - Continuous Functions 
Definition 3.1. A function YXf →: is said to be somewhat *b - continuous if for 

σ∈U and φ≠− )(1 Uf there exists a *b - open set V in X such that φ≠V and 
)(1 UfV −⊆ . 

Example 3.2. Let },,{ cbaX = , }},{},{,,{ caaX φτ = , }3,2,1{=Y , }}3,1{,,{ φσ Y= .  
Define a function ),(),(: στ YXf → by 2)(;1)(;3)( === cfbfaf .Then f is 
somewhat *b-continuous function. 

Definition 3.3. A function YXf →: is said to be somewhat D(c,*b) - continuous if for 

σ∈U and φ≠− )(1 Uf there exists a D(c,*b) - open set V in X such that φ≠V and 
)(1 UfV −⊆ . 

Example 3.4. Let },,{ cbaX = , }}{,,{ aX φτ = , }}{,,{ bX φσ = . 
Then the identity function ),(),(: στ XXf →  is somewhat D(c,*b)-continuous. 

Theorem 3.5. Every somewhat *b-continuous function is somewhat pre continuous 
function 
Proof: Let YXf →: be somewhat *b-continuous function. Let U be any open set in 
Y such that φ≠− )(1 Uf . Since f is somewhat *b-continuous, there exists a *b- open set 

V in X such that φ≠V and )(1 UfV −⊆ .Since every *b-open set is pre open, there 
exists a pre open set V in X such that φ≠V and )(1 UfV −⊆ , which implies that f is 
somewhat pre continuous function. 
Remark 3.6. Converse of the above theorem is not true. 
Example 3.7.  Let },,{ cbaX = , }},{,,{ baX φτ = , }3,2,1{=Y , }}3,2{,,{ φσ Y= . 
Define a function ),(),(: στ YXf → by 3)(;2)(;1)( === cfbfaf .Then f is 
somewhat pre continuous function but not a somewhat *b-continuous function. 

Theorem 3.8. For a function YXf →: , the following are equivalent 
1)f  is somewhat continuous 
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2)f is some what *b-continuous and somewhat  
D(c,*b)-continuous 
Proof: To prove: (i)⇒ (ii)Let YXf →: be somewhat continuous function. Let U be 
any open set in Y such that φ≠− )(1 Uf .Since f is somewhat continuous, there exists an 
open set V in X such that φ≠V and )(1 UfV −⊆ .Since every open set is *b-open and 
D(c,*b)-set, there exists a *b-open and D(c,*b)-set V in X such that φ≠V and 

)(1 UfV −⊆ , which implies that f is somewhat *b-continuous and D(c,*b)- continuous. 
To prove: (ii)⇒ (i)Let YXf →: be somewhat *b-continuous and D(c,*b)-continuous 
function. Let U be any open set in Y such that φ≠− )(1 Uf .Since f is somewhat *b-
continuous and D(c,*b)-continuous, there exists a *b- open and D(c,*b)-set V in X such 
that φ≠V and )(1 UfV −⊆ .Since every *b-open and D(c,*b)-set is open, there exists an 
open set V in X such that φ≠V and )(1 UfV −⊆ , which implies that f is somewhat 
continuous function. 

Theorem 3.9. Let ),(),(: στ YXf → and ),(),(: ησ ZYg → be any two functions. If 
f is somewhat *b-continuous function and g is continuous function, then fg is 

somewhat *b-continuous function. 
Proof: Let η∈U .Suppose that φ≠− )(1 Ug . Since η∈U and g is continuous function. 
Therefore σ∈− )(1 Ug . Suppose that φ≠−− ))(( 11 Ugf .Since by hypothesis f is 
somewhat *b-continuous function, there exists a *b-open set V  in X such that φ≠V
and ))(( 11 UgfV −−⊆ .But )()())(( 111 UfgUgf −−− = , which implies that 

)()( 1 UfgV −⊆ . Therefore fg is somewhat *b-continuous function. 

Definition 3.10. Let M be a subset of a topological space ),( τX .Then M is said to be 
*b-dense in X if there is no proper *b-closed set C in X such that XCM ⊂⊂ . 

Theorem 3.11. Let ),(),(: στ YXf → be a function .Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) f is somewhat *b-continuous function. 
(ii) If C is a closed subset of Y such that XCf ≠− )(1 , then there is a proper *b-closed 
subset D of X such that )(1 CfD −⊇ . 
(iii) If M is a *b-dense subset of X then )(Mf is a dense subset of Y . 
Proof: To prove: )()( iii ⇒ Let C  be a closed subset of Y  such that XCf ≠− )(1 . Then 

CY − is an open set in Y such that φ≠−=− −− )()( 11 CfXCYf . By hypothesis there 
exists a *b-open set V in X such that φ≠V and )()( 11 CfXCYfV −− −=−⊆ .This 
implies that VXCf −⊂− )(1 and DVX =− is a *b-closed set in X . Hence there is a 
proper *b-closed subset D of X such that )(1 CfD −⊇ . 
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To prove: )()( iiiii ⇒ Let M be a *b-dense set in X . We have to prove that )(Mf is 
dense in Y . Suppose that )(Mf is not dense in Y . Then there exists a proper closed set 

C in Y such that YCMf ⊂⊂)( . Since XCf ≠− )(1 . By (ii) there exists a proper *b-
closed set D  such that XDCfM ⊂⊆⊂ − )(1 , which is a contradiction to our 
assumption that M is *b-dense in X . Hence )(Mf is dense in Y . 
To prove: )()( iiiii ⇒ Suppose we assume that (ii) is not true . That is there exists a 
closed set C inY such that XCf ≠− )(1 . But there is no proper *b-closed set D in X
such that DCf ⊆− )(1 . This means that )(1 Cf − is *b-dense in X . By (iii) 

CCff =− ))(( 1 must be dense in Y , which is a contradiction to our assumption  C is 
closed in Y . Hence (ii) is true. 
 To prove: )()( iii ⇒ We have to prove that f is somewhat *b-continuous. Let σ∈U
and φ≠− )(1 Uf . Then UY − is closed and φ≠−=− −− )()( 11 UfXUYf . By our 
assumption there exists a proper *b-closed set D such that )(1 UYfD −⊇ − . This 
implies that there exists a *b-open set DX − and φ≠−DX such that 

)(1 UfDX −⊆− . Hence f is somewhat *b-continuous. 

Theorem 3.12. Let ),( τX and ),( σY be any two topological spaces, BAX ∪= where 
A and B are open subsets of X and ),(),(: στ YXf → be a function such that Af

and Bf are somewhat *b-continuous functions. Then f  is somewhat *b-continuous 
function. 
Proof: We have to prove that f is somewhat *b-continuous. Let σ∈U and φ≠− )(1 Uf . 
Then φ≠− )()( 1 UAf  or φ≠− )()( 1 UBf or φ≠− )()( 1 UAf  and φ≠− )()( 1 UBf  
Case (i): Suppose φ≠− )()( 1 UAf  
Since Af is somewhat *b-continuous, there exists a *b-open set V in A such that 

φ≠V and )()()( 11 UfUAfV −− ⊆⊆ . Since V is *b-open in A and A is open in X , 
which implies that V is *b-open in X . Thus f is somewhat *b-continuous function. 
Case (ii): Suppose φ≠− )()( 1 UBf  
Since Bf is somewhat *b-continuous, there exists a *b-open set V in B such that 

φ≠V and )()()( 11 UfUBfV −− ⊆⊆ . Since V is *b-open in B and B is open in X , 
which implies that V is *b-open in X . Thus f is somewhat *b-continuous function. 
Case (iii): Suppose φ≠− )()( 1 UAf and φ≠− )()( 1 UBf  
From case(i) and (ii), f is somewhat *b-continuous function. 
Definition 3.13. A topological space X is said to be *b-separable if there exists a 
countable subset B of X which is *b-dense in X . 
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Example 3.14. Let },,,{ dcbaX = , }},,{},,,{},,{},{},{,,{ dcbdcadcdcX φτ = . The 
space X is *b-separable. 

Theorem 3.15. If f is somewhat *b-continuous  function from X onto Y  and if X is 
*b-separable, then Y is separable. 
Proof: Let YXf →: be somewhat *b-continuous function such that X is *b-separable. 
Then by definition there exists a countable subset B of X which is *b-dense in X . Then 
by theorem 3.11, )(Bf is dense in  Y . Since B is countable. Then )(Bf is also 
countable which is dense in Y . Hence Y is separable.  
 
4. *b-Weakly Equivalent Topologies  
Definition 4.1.[3] If X  is a set and τ andσ are topologies for X , then τ is said to be 
weakly equivalent to σ provided if τ∈U and φ≠U ,then there is an open set V in 

),( σX such that φ≠V and UV ⊂ and if σ∈U and φ≠U ,then there is an open set V
in ),( τX such that φ≠V and UV ⊂ .   
Definition 4.2. If X  is a set and τ andσ are topologies for X , then τ is said to be *b-
weakly equivalent to σ provided if τ∈U and φ≠U ,then there is a *b- open set V in 

),( σX such that φ≠V and UV ⊂ and if σ∈U and φ≠U ,then there is a *b- open set 
V in ),( τX such that φ≠V and UV ⊂ . 

Theorem 4.3. Let ),(),(: στ YXf → be somewhat continuous function and let *τ be a 
topology for X , which is *b-weakly equivalent to τ then the function 

),(),(: * στ YXf → is somewhat *b-continuous function. 
Proof: Let σ∈U and φ≠− )(1 Uf . Since by hypothesis ),(),(: στ YXf → is 
somewhat continuous. By definition there exists an open set O in ),( τX such that φ≠O
and )(1 UfO −⊆ . Since O is an open set in ),( τX such that φ≠O and since by 

hypothesisτ is *b-weakly equivalent to *τ by definition there exists a *b-open set V in 
),( *τX such that φ≠V and )(1 UfOV −⊆⊂ .This implies  )(1 UfO −⊆ .Thus for any 

open set σ∈U such that φ≠− )(1 Uf there exists a *b-open set V in ),( *τX such that 
)(1 UfV −⊆ . Hence ),(),(: * στ YXf → is somewhat *b-continuous function. 

Theorem 4.4. Let ),(),(: στ YXf → be somewhat *b-continuous function and let *σ
be a topology for Y , which is weakly equivalent to σ . Then the function 

),(),(: *στ YXf → is somewhat *b-continuous function. 

Proof: Let *σ∈U and φ≠− )(1 Uf  which implies φ≠U . Since σ and *σ are weakly 
equivalent there exists an open set W in ),( σY such that φ≠W and UW ⊂ . SinceW is 
an open set in ),( σY such that φ≠W ,which implies φ≠− )(1 Wf . By hypothesis

),(),(: στ YXf → be somewhat *b-continuous function. Therefore there exists a *b-
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open set V in X , such that )(1 WfV −⊆ . Now UW ⊂ implies )()( 11 UfWf −− ⊂ . 
We have )(1 UfV −⊆ . Hence ),(),(: *στ YXf → is somewhat *b-continuous 
function. 

5. Somewhat *b-Open Functions 
Definition 5.1. A function YXf →: is said to be somewhat *b-open function provided 
that for τ∈U and φ≠U , there exists a *b-open set V in Y such that φ≠V and 

)(UfV ⊆ . 
Example 5.2. Let }4,3,2,1{=X , }}2,1{},2{},4,3,2{,,{ φτ X= , },,,{ dcbaY = ,

}},,{},,,{},,{},{},{,,{ dcbdcadcdcY φσ = .Define a function ),(),(: στ YXf → by 
bfafdfcf ==== )4(;)3(;)2(;)1( .Then f is somewhat *b-open function. 

Definition 5.3. A function YXf →: is said to be somewhat D(c,*b)-open function 
provided that for τ∈U and φ≠U , there exists a D(c,*b)-open set V in Y such that

φ≠V and )(UfV ⊆ . 

Example 5.4. Let },,{ cbaX = , }}{,,{ cX φτ = , }}{,,{ aX φσ = . 
Then the identity function ),(),(: στ XXf →  is somewhat D(c,*b)-open function. 

Theorem 5.5. Every somewhat *b-open function is somewhat pre open function 
Proof: Let ),(),(: στ YXf → be a somewhat *b-open function. Let τ∈U and φ≠U
.Since f is somewhat *b-open, there exists a *b-open set V in Y such that φ≠V and

)(UfV ⊆ .But every *b-open set is pre open.Therefore there exists a pre open set V in 
Y such that φ≠V and )(UfV ⊆ , which implies that f is somewhat pre open function. 
 
Remark 5.6. Converse of the above theorem is not true. 

Example 5.7. Let },,{ cbaX = , }},{,,{ baX φτ = , }3,2,1{=Y , }}3,2{,,{ φσ Y= . 
Define a function ),(),(: στ YXf → by 3)(;2)(;1)( === cfbfaf .Then f is 
somewhat pre open function but not a somewhat *b-open function. 

Theorem 5.8. For a function YXf →: , the following are equivalent 
1) f  is somewhat open 
2) f is some what *b-open and somewhat D(c,*b)-open 
Proof: To prove: (i)⇒ (ii)Let YXf →: be somewhat open function. Let τ∈U and  

φ≠U .Since f is somewhat open function, there exists an open set V in Y such that 
φ≠V and )(UfV ⊆ . Since every open set is *b-open and D(c,*b)-set.Therefore there 

exists a*b-open and D(c,*b)-set V in Y such that φ≠V and )(UfV ⊆ , which implies 
that f is somewhat *b-open function and somewhat D(c,*b)-open function. 
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To prove: (ii)⇒ (i)Let YXf →: be somewhat *b-open and D(c,*b)-set. Let τ∈U and 
φ≠U .Since f is somewhat *b-open function and D(c,*b)-open function , there exists a 

*b-open and D(c,*b)-setV in Y such that φ≠V and )(UfV ⊆ . Since every *b-open 
and D(c,*b)-set is open .Therefore there exists an open set V in Y such that φ≠V and 

)(UfV ⊆ , which implies that f is somewhat open function. 
 
Theorem 5.9. Let ),(),(: στ YXf → and ),(),(: ησ ZYg → be any two functions. If 
f is an open map and g is somewhat *b-open map, then ),(),(: ητ ZXfg → is 

somewhat *b-open map. 
Proof: Let τ∈U . Suppose that φ≠U . Since f is an open map )(Uf is open and 

φ≠)(Uf . Thus σ∈)(Uf and φ≠)(Uf . Since g is somewhat *b-open map and 
σ∈)(Uf such that φ≠)(Uf , there exists a *b-open set η∈V , ( ( )),V g f U⊆ which 

implies that fg is somewhat *b-open function. 

Theorem 5.10. Let ),(),(: στ YXf → is a one-one and onto mapping , then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) f is somewhat *b-open map. 
(ii) If C is a closed subset of X such that YCf ≠)( , then there is a *b-closed subset D
of Y such that YD ≠ and )(CfD ⊇ . 
Proof: To prove: (i)⇒ (ii) 
Let C  be any closed subset of X such that YCf ≠)( . Then CX − is open in X and 

φ≠−CX . Since f is somewhat *b-open map, there exists a *b-open set φ≠V  inY
such that )( CXfV −⊆ .  Put VYD −= . Then D is *b-closed in Y . We claim that 

YD ≠ . Suppose YD = ,then φ=V which is a contradiction. So that YD ≠ .Since 
)( CXfV −⊆ , )()]([ CfCXfYVYD =−−⊇−= . 

To prove: (ii)⇒ (i) 
Let U be any non-empty open set in X . Put UXC −= . Then C  is a closed subset of
X and )()()( UfYCfUXf −==− implies φ≠)(Cf .Therefore, by (ii) there is a 
*b-closed subset D of Y such that YD ≠ and DCf ⊂)( . Put DYV −=  . Clearly V is 
a *b-open set and φ≠V .Since )()]([)( UfUfYYCfYDYV =−−=−⊆−=
.Hence f is somewhat *b-open map. 
 
Theorem 5.11. Let ),(),(: στ YXf → be somewhat *b-open function and A be any 
open subset of X . Then ),(),(: στ YAAAf → is also somewhat *b-open function. 
Proof: Let AU τ∈ such that φ≠U . Since U is open in A and A is open in ),( τX , U
is open in ),( τX and since by hypothesis ),(),(: στ YXf → is somewhat *b-open 
function, there exists a *b-open set V in Y , such that )(UfV ⊆ . Thus, for any open set 
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),( AAU τ∈ with φ≠U , there exists a *b-open set V in Y such that )(UfV ⊆ . 
Hence Af is somewhat *b-open function. 

Theorem 5.12. Let ),( τX and ),( σY be any two topological spaces, BAX ∪= where 
A and B are open subsets of X and ),(),(: στ YXf → be a function such that Af

and Bf are somewhat *b-open, then f  is also somewhat *b-open function. 
Proof: Let U be any open subset of ),( τX such that φ≠U . Since BAX ∪= ,either

φ≠∩UA or φ≠∩UB or both φ≠∩UA and φ≠∩UB . Since U is open in ),( τX
, U  is open in ),( AA τ and ),( BB τ . 
Case: (i) Suppose that φ≠∩ AU where AU ∩ is open in Aτ . Since by hypothesis 

Af is somewhat *b-open function , there exists a *b-open set ),( σYV ∈ such that 
)()( UfAUfV ⊆∩⊆ , which implies that f is somewhat *b-open function. 

Case: (ii) Suppose that φ≠∩BU where BU ∩ is open in Bτ . Since by hypothesis 
Bf is somewhat *b-open function , there exists a *b-open set ),( σYV ∈ such that 

)()( UfBUfV ⊆∩⊆ , which implies that f is somewhat *b-open function. 
Case: (iii) Suppose that both φ≠∩ AU and φ≠∩ BU .From case (i) and (ii) , f is 
somewhat *b-open function.  
 
Conclusion 
As an extension of this paper, Somewhat  **b-continuous functions and Somewhat **b-
open functions can be defined and can obtain theorems based on the above defined  
concepts. 
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